The object of mentoring is
to encourage whole-of-life
growth in another person
whose needs, activities and
ministry are the mentor's
primary consideration.

MENTOR
EQUIPPING

Participants in the training course
begin mentoring immediately and
learn in an action reflection
environment. Mentor equipping has
wide application to many ongoing
training environments in Christian
organisations and is particularly
suited to leadership development.

CONTACT US
For more information, and / or
to apply for an interview contact:

Kathy +61 418 495 423
kathynotley@hotmail.com
Peter +61 403 392 884
peter.meqsydney@gmail.com
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BY ARRANGEMENT WITH THE JOHNMARK EXTENSION

EVERY THOUGHTFUL CHRISTIAN HAS AT SOME POINT
PRAYED FOR...
• An experienced and godly person who would listen, understand
and encourage;
• A trusted person who would not be afraid to ask the hard
questions;
• Someone to hold one to account in a supportive relationship;
• A wise man or woman who can draw on life experience;
• A thoughtful guide on the journey to maturity;
• A pastoral person who cares and prays.
Very few receive the mentoring they long for.
Mentor Equipping is an opportunity to grow in the personal and
ministry skills that will give another the invaluable gift of spiritual,
personal and ministry formation.

TRAINING OBJECTIVES

Few Christians receive the empowering one
to one support, accountability,
encouragement and equipping from an
experienced disciple that they deeply long
for. Mentor Equipping provides the
environment for thoughtful Christians to
reflect on their experience and to develop
skills to intentionally build into the lives of
others. The training includes opportunities
for reflection on a range of models of
mentoring, tools and resources for assisting
growth, accountability and leadership
formation, and an exploration of the
dynamics of one to one relationships. The
mentor's own personality, experience, gifts
and leadership is integrated into a personal
style of mentoring.
Places in the training program are limited to
12 participants. Acceptance follows an
application and interview.

The training objectives are clearly defined and are based on
improving participants’ competencies in the following areas:
 To gain a vision for mentoring others into ministry, leadership
and maturity.
 To develop an understanding of the biblical basis and
theology of mentoring.
 To implement a one year model of mentoring with two to five
mentorees.
 To engage in personal spiritual formation as a mentor.
 To understand the dynamics of the mentoring relationship.
 To acquire interpersonal skills essential in mentoring.
 To complete the action – reflection learning assignments in
mentoring.
 To cultivate a personal style and ministry of mentoring.
 To collate and develop personal, leadership and ministry
resources for use in mentoring.
 To allow mentoring to be shaped under supervision.

PETER MOORE
LL.B. (SYD), B.TH, DIP ARTS
(THEOL), M.TH. (MOORE TC), PH.D.
Peter has been a Presbyterian Minister for 31 years
ministering as a Church leader and for 20 years has
been mentoring other pastors. He currently spends
three days a week mentoring over thirty pastors in
every state of Australia as well as being a partner in
Oilstone, a pastor's equipping strategy.
Peter works part time as a contract lecturer in
Theology and Mentor Equipping for Youthworks,
SMBC and BST, and since 2020 in a role supporting
and equipping ministry coaches with Reach Australia
and The Geneva Push. His PhD studied the history of
persuasion and included an interest in spiritual
formation. Previously he taught Pastoral theology
and leadership with The Timothy Partnership and at
PTC (now Christ College) Sydney. He and his wife
Ngaire currently minister as congregational members
at Scots Church Wynyard.

2022 DATES AND COSTS
RESIDENTIAL INTENSIVE:
8-10TH AUGUST 2022 (3 DAYS/2NIGHTS)
WORKSHOP 2:

KATHY NOTLEY
B.TH, GRADCERT.CM

21ST NOVEMBER 2022 (1 DAY)
WORKSHOP 3:
13TH FEBRUARY 2023 (1 DAY)
VENUE TO BE CONFIRMED WITH FINAL TRAINING GROUP.
COST: $1920 PER PERSON PER YEAR
(TRAINING COMPONENT AND MANUALS OF $1320 PLUS FULL
ACCOMMODATION AND MEALS COMPONENT OF $600 PER
YEAR).

After 30 years in secular work, Kathy completed a
Bachelor of Theology at SMBC. She currently works 4
days a week as a lay Anglican minister at Northbridge
Anglican, which she has been doing since 2012. In
addition, Kathy has been mentoring women working
in Christian ministry since 2017, and completed a 3
year Graduate Certificate in Christian Mentoring in
2019. Kathy lives in the inner west of Sydney, is
married to Ray and has a stepdaughter Katie.

